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Abstract
As Chinese traditional folk culture, folk games have unique educational value which can boost the development
of young children’s fine motor. Based on previous investigation of fine motor skill of children in Nanchong,
Sichuan Province, the researcher chose a middle class in public city kindergarten A with lower survey score as
the study object. The class with lower level on fine motor skill was set as an intervention group and the other
class as a control group to conduct a 3-month educational activity about folk games. During the process, the
researchers, being the teachers themselves, used qualitative research method to study the process of educational
activities about folk games targeting at the boost of development on young children’s fine motor skills, by
tracking and observing children, and physical analysis of their painting and handwork. The research results
indicate that there is an overall improvement of fine motor skills of young children from the intervention group
in kindergarten A and their performances on pinching, touching, drawing and cutting all surpass children from
the control group.
Keywords: folk games, young children, fine motor
1. Introduction
After the survey of fine motor skills of 330 children aged from 3 to 6 in junior, middle and senior classes from 11
kindergartens in three districts in Nanchong, Sichuan Province, it is found that compared with the content about
health in Guideline of learning and development of children aged from 3 to 6, children’s fine motor skill is less
favorable especially being weak on drawing, cutting and folding; children’s fine motor skill level from private
kindergarten is higher than those from public kindergarten; children’s fine motor skills from rural kindergarten is
better than those from urban kindergarten (Xia, 2016). Therefore, it has been the primary issue for the researcher
to focus on how to efficiently improve children’s fine motor skill level in urban public kindergarten.
As a typical form of folk culture, folk games carry historical tradition, own unique cultural trait, have
educational value and function. There was the research that discovered folk games being able to advance the
development of children’s large and small muscles, facilitate multiple basic motions of walking, running,
jumping, squatting, boring and climbing, improve feet standing jumping, single-foot jumping, physical balance
and ability on pushing, hooking and lifting, and also promote practice on strength, speed, endurance and agility.
(Gong, 2016). However in reality, there is not adequate attention on the effect on children’s growth and
development by folk games, whose rich educational value and function have not been fully applied. Past
researches mainly unearthed the educational value of folk games on large muscle development, while paying less
attention on the influence on fine motor of children’s small muscle. Many folk games such as “Cat’s Cradle”,
“Cut Window” and “Paper Folding of East, South, West and North”, “Embroidery” can also develop children’s
fine motor skills of picking, cutting, folding and stringing. So it has been the researchers’ key focus to explore
the educational value of folk games on children’s fine motor development.
From the above factors, the research team had selected a public urban kindergarten to launch a practical teaching
activity of folk games based on children’s fine motor development for a semester, to develop courses about folk
games which are suitable for children’s fine motor development during the teaching activity, and advance
children’s fine motor skills through team effort and promote researchers’ and educators’ professional
development during the action.
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2. Research Method
2.1 Research Object
Based on survey results before, it took a public urban kindergarten A with low average score in the fine motor
survey as study object. In consideration of difficulties in contents of folk games curriculum, children aged from 4
to 5 in middle class had been chosen as the object of teaching activity. Children from two middle classes in the
kindergarten had been randomly selected for primary survey, the class with lower average score being the
experiment group and the other being the control group.
2.2 Research Design
It mainly uses single factor experiment design combined with survey before and after intervention, as well as
observance in the process of intervention. During the single factor experiment design, all children in
experimental group and control group from middle classes in kindergarten A had been arranged with primary,
intermediate and post surveys of fine motor. In addition, children’s fine motor performance had been observed
and recorded during each activity in the intervention period. Specific contents of observance were children’s
postures while using scissors and drawing pens, coordination between hands and eyes as well as motor accuracy.
2.3 Research Method
2.3.1 Experiment Intervention Method
In this research, six post graduates of early childhood education who have been trained conducted the
intervention of fine motor teaching activity toward children from the experiment group. The intervention started
from beginning of April and ended at the end of June when the summer semester was over, taking three months
in total. There were three times of teaching intervention weekly and each intervention took 40 to 50 minutes.
Due to various attendances of each object, they had different actual interventions ranging from 26 to 30 times.
The design of folk games activities (refer to Table 1 for teaching topic) to promote children’s fine motor
development was only under application after careful revised by kindergarten principle, kindergarten teachers
and professional teachers in university. Each teaching activity was also well practiced by the team and revised by
post graduates after two micro-teachings inside the campus and finally applied in kindergarten A. According to
children’s performance during each teaching activity of folk games, the researcher adjusted activity forms and
difficulties to ensure the effectiveness of teaching activity intervention.
Table1. Schedule of folk games teaching activities to develop fine motor in kindergarten A (2016.4-2016.6)
Time

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Week 1

Flexible Fingers

Fingers' Change

Sugarcoated Haws on a Stick

Week 2

Paper Folding Change

Cut Window

Paper Folding of East, South, West
and North

Week 3

Paper Balls’ Making with Old
Newspapers

Paper Cutting-lanterns

Noodle’s Making

Week 4

Dumplings’ Making

Weaving Snails’ Houses

Magic Tangram

Week 5

Colorful Kites

Making Shuttlecock

Picking Small Sticks

Week 6

Making Little Windmill

Painting Facial Makeup

Lovely Puppet

Week 7

Pinching Clay Figurine

Cat's Cradle

Making Colorful Candy Wraps

Week 8

Making Bamboo Dragonfly

Embroidery:
Making

Week 9

Interesting Shadow Figures

Colorful
Umbrella

Week
10

Making Dragon Boat

Making Zong Zi

Fan’s
Oil-paper

Clamping Beans
Blue and White Porcelain Plate
Pretty Embroidered Shoes

2.3.2 Observational Method
By using the action research featured by nature, action and role integration, teachers being practitioners and
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researcherrs, integrated research
r
and aaction, theory and practice, value and faccts that are seeparated artific
cially
under the ttradition of “sccientific rationnality” (Chen, 2003). In the pprocess of reseearch, participaatory observattional
method waas used to takee video footagee and wonderfful shoot of mooments about tteaching activiities on folk ga
ames,
to keep deetail record off what being obbserved in thee way of diaryy for the first-hhand informatiion that is real and
reliable. W
When the obserrvation of teacching activity w
was over on thhe very day, viideos and phottos were sorted
d and
recorded aand teachers gave
g
in-time cconclusions abbout specific ffeelings and thhe biggest achhievement to form
private teaaching reflectioon and have unnified coding, logging in andd classificationn when doing aanalysis.
3. Processs of Teaching Activity
A
of Foolk Games
3.1 Teachiing Activity of Folk
F Games inn Trial
In order too conduct interresting trainingg activity of chhildren’s fine m
motor, the teacching team hadd created a seriies of
games (refer to Table 1)
1 about tradittional folk cullture. In the innitial stage off activity, eachh activity paid
d key
attention tto individuallly fine motorrs of pinchingg, drawing, aand cutting annd folding too give design and
implementtation, in the process
p
of whicch, the researcher found thatt part of childreen’s drawing aand cutting abiilities
were weakk in the overalll class perform
mance. And duuring a long tim
me observationn it was found that those children
had probleems to differennt extents usingg drawing brussh and scissor.
For exampple, the gesturee of holding peens of childrenn in picture 1 aand 2 belongs tto palmar supinnate grasp: holding
the pen in the palm, the entire hand inn a fist with wrrist bend a bit and palm upw
ward inclined, and the whole
e arm
moving together. There’re researches iindicating the ppen grasping ggesture is an im
mmature fine m
motor in early stage,
mainly apppeared before age 4. It belonngs to early-staage grasping tthat is rigid wiith forearm susspended. Operrating
a pen needs linkage bettween wrist, aarm and bodyy but fingers aare not flexiblle. The graspinng gesture forr pen
operation iin the mature stage
s
depends on wrist and iit mainly uses the strength of hand musclee so that fingers can
control thee pen operatioon in a flexiblee way (Wang & Guo, 2009). The graspingg gesture of chhildren in pictu
ure 1
and 2 doees not help fiingers flexiblyy control pen operation. Soo during draw
wing, they ofteen showed un
neven
coloring, oout-of straight drawing and ddrawing beyonnd the graph ouutline.
Besides peen grasping, thhe researcher found during the paper cuttting activity thhat children hhad varying ge
esture
holding sccissors, such ass cutting with half of the sciissor (picture 33), holding sciissor with backkhand (picture
e 4, 5
and 6). It is found in thhe observationn that actions oof children in picture 3 alw
ways led to tatttered graphs lo
osing
original ouutline and desiign. The childd who uses scissor with backkhand in the ppicture did thatt mostly due to the
cutting possition being faar from their ow
wn body, then they turned thheir own handss to adapt to paper, but it wa
as not
conveniennt for using theeir muscle’s poower. Hence, iit’s often seen that outlines aare cut roughlyy and unsmootth by
children w
who use scissorr with backhannd. If children cut paper throough rotating iit, it would be easy to coord
dinate
hands and eyes while cuutting with scisssor.
In the trial of folk gamees teaching, thhe research teaam found that incorrect pen and scissor ggrasping gesturres is
chers
adverse too children’s beetter operation of fine motorr. So before eaach specific opperation in iniitial stage, teac
would givee children dem
monstration andd guidance of uusing operatioon tools to betteer practice their fine motor.

P
Picture 1

Picture 2
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Picture 4

Picture 5

P
Picture 6

3.2 Teachiing Activity of Folk
F Games inn Improvementt
3.2.1 Integgration of Teacching Content
In the inittial period off practice of ffolk games teaching, with an aim to obbtaining integrrated and bala
anced
developmeent of childrenn’s fine motor,, the research team arrangedd classes with key attention to developme
ent of
various finne motor skillss when settingg up curriculum
m each week. For instance, paper foldingg was mainly about
a
the motor of folding wiithout expectinng developmennt of other skiills and paper cutting also hhighlighted cuttting.
But the ressearchers founnd during the ppractice that chhildren like to draw on papers after they fiinished folding
g and
also habituually fold or paint
p
on paperrs before theyy started cuttinng. Regarding this, researchhers began to think
about diveersity of curricculum content.. Wang Yi andd others believve “curriculum
m integration iss not only a macro
m
design, buut also more importantly
i
thhe integration presented in sspecific activiities. Only whhen an activity
y can
achieve various goals, can the diveersity of curriculum contennt be finally pput into practtice of curriculum
integrationn focusing on children’s
c
expeerience.” (Wanng, 2006).
Based on this, the reseaarch team startted to adjust overall curricullum goals andd contents by integrating goa
als of
different fi
fine motor skillls developmennt into one teacching activity of folk games. For example, “Weaving Sn
nails’
Houses” (ppicture 7), a handwork
h
exteended from thee folk game off braiding hairr. In this activity, children would
w
experiencee processes of drawing a naiil, weaving a nnail shell, tanglling a nail houuse and stickinng the nail hou
use. It
can practicce fine motorss of drawing, weaving, cutting and stickinng during the whole processs. And “the magic
m
blue and w
white porcelaiin plate” is a handwork claass carried by Chinese tradiitional craft w
with folk traitss. It’s
mainly aboout coloring thhe porcelain pllate and designning patterns oon the plate (ppicture 8). But if only targeting at
that, childrren can only practice
p
drawinng. In order too enrich the acctivity and promote childrenn’s fine motor skills
on a compprehensive leveel, researchers with their braainstorms, askeed children to cut one cornerr of the paper plate
after draw
wing the blue and
a white porccelain plate. Thhe corner sizee was decided by children thhemselves and they
pasted the cut corner beehind the papeer plate to makke it like a littlle fish (picturee 9). Children not only prac
cticed
skills of drrawing, cuttingg and pasting iin this activity creation, but aalso had fun inn the changes oof paper plate.
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Picture 8

Picture 9
P
3.2.2 Focuus on Differencces of Teachingg Objects
During thhe teaching acctivity of folkk games, reseaarchers foundd children’s fiine motor devvelopment were at
different leevels and exissting surveys aabout current situation of finne motor skillls had indicateed girls’ fine motor
m
skills are higher than boys’ (Xia, 22016). The K
Kindergarten E
Education Proogram Guideliine suggested that
“educationn in kindergarrten should reespect the rulees and learninng features off children’s phhysical and mental
m
developmeent with focussing on indiviidual difference to advancee children’s personality devvelopment.” (B
Basic
Education Division of thhe Education M
Minister, 2010) Therefore, thhe research teaam made adjusstment and creation
of material supply and contents set up with regards tto children at ddifferent level oof fine motor sskills. For instance,
in the folkk game activitty of “Makingg Shuttlecock”, considering that girls are more proficiennt than boys while
w
using scissors and some children felt difficult in ccutting curvedd graphs, reseearchers set upp difficulties when
w
providing paper materiaal. Children w
with weaker abbility cut straiight lines andd those more ccapable cut cu
urves
(picture 100). In this way,, children withh weaker level overcame theiir fear of difficculty and on thhe other hand, those
t
more capaable fully practiced their skills. The Guideeline pointed oout that “it’s nnecessary to fuully understand
d and
respect inddividual differrence in the pprocess of chilldren developm
ment and suppport and guidee them to a higher
level” (Li & Feng, 2013). The researrch team spareed no efforts to let each chhild get furtherr developmentt and
improvem
ment of fine mootor by constanntly discussingg and perfectinng material suppply and conteent creation, which
w
meanwhilee improved thee teaching-desiign ability of tteachers in the team.

Picture 11

Pictuure 10
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3.3 Teaching Activity of Folk Games in Cooperation
During the folk games teaching, there are many chances for children to operate. During the observation, it is
found that some children would go to teachers for help, besides they would invite more capable children to assist
them to finish the task when they could not finish the operation task alone. For example, in many sticking
activities, they need clear tape to stick the work, but the tape was wrapped, it’s difficult for a child in middle
class to cut a small piece and stick with it. So in the activity of “Paper Balls’ Making with Old Newspapers”,
some children went together on their own will so that one opened the tape and the other helped to cut it; or one
drew out the tape and the other wrapped the paper ball (Picture 11). They not only finished the operation in this
kind of cooperation, but also felt the power and fun of cooperation and established good friendship. “Companion
cooperation can promote development of children’s cognition and language abilities; help them establish good
companion and group relations; and develop correct self-awareness, interaction and communication ability,
consciousness of understanding others and consciousness of rules” (Zhang, 2006). So in later period of teaching
practice, in addition to children’s free combination, teachers would consciously guide children helping each
other and improve their fine motor skills level in mutual assistance.
4. Research Result and Analysis
4.1 Comparison of Differences of Fine Motor Skills
4.1.1 Comparison of Overall Differences of Fine Motor Skills of Children in Middle Class
The pre-test result (Table 2) showed that the intervention class is 0.04 lower than the control class on general
average score of fine motor skills. The two classes were tested of fine motor in intermediate stage after one
month’s teaching intervention and the result suggested that the general average score of the intervention class
was 1.01 and the control class is 1.07. Fine motor skills of the intervention class had been improved. After 3
months’ teaching activity of folk games aiming at fine motor development, the post-test result (Table 3) indicated
that fine motor skills level of the intervention class has gained obvious improvement with 0.09 higher than the
control class, which was showed by the result of fine motor test.
Table 2. Comparison of pre-test result of fine motor skills of children of the intervention class and control class
in kindergarten A
Pinch

Touch

Draw

Cut

Fold

String

General average score

Intervention Class

1.72

3.04

0.09

0.03

0.23

0.75

0.98

Control Class

1.71

3.42

0.10

0.06

0.26

0.82

1.02

Table 3. Comparison of post-test result of fine motor skills of children of the intervention class and control class
in kindergarten A
Pinch

Touch

Draw

Cut

Fold

String

General average score

Intervention Class

2.24

3.7

0.10

0.07

0.26

0.98

1.23

Control Class

1.79

3.62

0.09

0.06

0.27

1

1.14

4.1.2 Comparison of Various Fine Motor Skills of Children in Middle Class
From Table 1, it can be noticed that before the folk games teaching started, the general score of all other fine
motor skills of children in the intervention class were lower than the control class except the “pinch”. And
differences of “touch”, “cut” and “fold” were particularly obvious. In the middle period of the test, motors of
“touch”, “cut” and “fold” were at 3.26, 0.05 and 0.24. These data indicate that the level of fine motor
development has improved compared to the pre-test, despite it was still lower than the control class (scores of
“touch”, “cut” and “fold” were 3.29, 0.06, 0.25 in the control class). It is found in post-test result that the
intervention class’s average scores of all fine motors were higher than the control class except folding and
stringing, which did not have obvious difference from the control class.
After three-month folk games teaching, the fine motor skills of children in the intervention class in Kindergarten
A has gained overall improvement and its fine motor skills in “pinching”, “touching”, “drawing” and “cutting”
exceeded children in the control class.
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5. Reflectiion and Suggeestions
5.1 Experiience of Teachiing in Practicee
In this reseearch, the reseearch team itseelf is the surveey tool and ressearchers played double rolees in the proce
ess of
teaching aactivity of follk games, bothh as action reesearcher and implementer. They harvested some teac
ching
experiencee during their own practicee in the teaching process reegarding childdren’s operatioon behavior in
n the
practice.
Guideline suggested
First of alll, they selectedd teaching conntent delicatelyy. The Kinderggarten Educatiion Program G
that the seelection of eduucational conteent should refleect the principple of “suiting children’s currrent skills and
d also
being challlenging to a certain
c
degree”” (Basic Educcation Divisionn of the Educaation Minister,, 2010). There
efore,
based on tthe aim to devveloping childrren’s fine mottor skills, the rresearch team,, when choosinng contents off folk
games, foollowed the trraits of age ddeveloping off children in middle class to decide activity content that
correspondds with childreen’s original exxperience and also advancess children’s initiative construuction. For exa
ample,
“Making D
Dragon Boat” (picture 2) annd “Making ZoongZi” (picture 3) are handw
works extendeed from recogn
nition
of traditioonal Dragon Boat
B
Festival. The childrenn are familiar with the papper boats. In order to stim
mulate
children’s further eager to
t learn and exxplore, researcchers did not rremain on the llevel of foldinng a paper boatt, but
asked childdren to cut pree-drawn lines bbefore insertinng and pre-coloor the paper. A
After drawing aand cutting, folding
and mountting the paper boat to make a dragon boat; inserting a sm
mall stick on oone side of thee boat and pastting a
graph of ddragon head thhat was drew earlier. In thee activity of “IInteresting Shhadow Figure” (picture 4 an
nd 5),
children noot only need too color shadow
w figures, but also need to ccut along the ooutline and passte two small sticks
s
to imitate tthe shadow plaay. This increaased activity innterest, and toook into accounnt of children’ss “zone of prox
ximal
developmeent” at the meaantime.

Picture 112

Picture 13

Picture 155

Picturre 14

Secondly, they researchhed and develloped teachingg material elaaborately. Suffficient material preparation
n can
ensure succcessful realizzation of teachhing objectivees. To make iit easy for chhildren’s activvities and teacher’s
organizatioons and to meeet demands off development of different chhildren’s skills, the research tteam, in the step of
material ppreparation, haad made careful considerattion and persoonal productioon during the teaching program
pre-set, annd pre-operate with some chhildren to have repeat verifi
fication of its ffeasibility andd effectiveness. For
instance, iin the activity of “Pretty Em
mbroidery Shoees” (picture 166 and 17), tradditional embrooidery is done with
needle andd thread. In consideration
c
of actual operrative safety, the research tteam finally ttook “punchin
ng on
paperboardd” as the wayy to operate the game, so as to practicce children’s sstringing abiliity and meanw
while
presentingg folk art. Children can use ttheir skillful sm
mall fingers too pinch the endd of thread goiing through several
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irregular ssmall holes prreviously puncched. The ordeer and way off stringing aree decided by cchildren during
g the
activity. Children will haave various em
mbroidery patteerns through different stringiing orders and ways. Considering
that some children are less capable too string, there w
would be diffeerent punchingg positions on embroidery sh
hoes.
Generally, pattern punchhing for childreen less capablee is at the edgee of embroiderry shoes and thhe pattern is sim
mple,
which wouuld be easy forr children less capable to opeerate and contrrol.

Piccture 16

Picture 17

5.2 Researrch Inadequacyy and Prospecct
Levels of children’s finne motor skillss will be influuenced by muultiple factors such as childrren’s own phy
ysical
status, fam
milies and kinddergartens. Thiis research paiid attention to only the influuence of teaching activity off folk
games on the developmeent of childrenn’s fine motor in Kindergartten A. Additionnally, the entirre teaching acttivity
of folk gaames only lassted three monnths, the timee is not long. Therefore, itts effect on thhe developmen
nt of
children’s fine motor cannnot be oversttated. Implemeenting folk gam
mes teaching iin kindergartenn is only one of
o the
influencingg factors. Thhe researcher will take acccount of the relationships between otheer factors and
d the
developmeent of fine mottor in the furthher research.
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